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The growing number of bacterial pathogens that are
resistant to numerous antibiotics is a cause for concern around the globe. There have been no new
broad-spectrum antibiotics developed in the last
40 years, and the drugs we have currently are quickly
becoming ineffective. In this article, we explore a range
of therapeutic strategies that could be employed in
conjunction with antibiotics and may help to prolong
the life span of these life-saving drugs. Discussed topics include antiresistance drugs, which are administered to potentiate the effects of current antimicrobials
in bacteria where they are no longer (or never were)
effective; antivirulence drugs, which are directed
against bacterial virulence factors; host-directed therapies, which modulate the host’s immune system to
facilitate infection clearance; and alternative treatments, which include such therapies as oral rehydration for diarrhea, phage therapy, and probiotics. All of
these avenues show promise for the treatment of bacterial infections and should be further investigated to
explore their full potential in the face of a postantibiotic era.
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Man has interacted with pathogens throughout human history, but the manner in which we have treated infections
over the millennia has changed drastically, especially over
the past 100 years with the advent of modern antibiotics.
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This class of pharmaceuticals encompasses drugs that act
to either directly kill bacteria (bactericidal agents) or to
inhibit their growth (bacteriostatic agents). They ushered in
a golden age which has allowed the successful treatment
of millions of individuals who might not have survived prior
to antibiotic use. However, as the twentieth century progressed, bacteria emerged that were immune to these
new weapons. The age of resistance had begun. No matter how many novel antibiotic agents are developed to act
on diverse targets (protein synthesis, DNA/RNA synthesis,
cell wall synthesis, folate synthesis or membrane potential),
resistance always ensues (1). While some groups are
working to develop novel antibiotics that work against multidrug-resistant bacteria [see, for example (2)], the success
rate appears to be declining and over time, and it is likely
that these drugs will also elicit resistance.
Over the years, we have become highly reliant on antibiotics and these drugs are heavily entrenched in our culture.
Antimicrobials are not just restricted to those who are ill;
they are utilized prophylactically to prevent the onset of
infections, present in consumer goods such as hand soap
and toothpaste and fed to livestock to increase growth
rates. Unfortunately, this widespread use has increased
antibiotic resistance in both human and animal reservoirs
and in the environment (3), even among bacteria that were
not targets of the drugs. This ensures that pathogens have
a vast and readily available pool of resistance genes from
which to draw and pressure from antibiotic usage provides
positive selection for the spread of these resistance genes
and mutations.
A 2013 report by the American Centers for Disease Control
estimates that more than 2 million illnesses and 23 thousand deaths are caused by drug-resistant microbes in the
USA annually (4). Such statistics have prompted health
organizations to institute stricter policies for antibiotic use to
try to curb the emergence of resistance. These policies are
undoubtedly helping to extend the usage of antibiotics but
are likely to be insufficient to fix this emerging situation.
Unfortunately, the pace of antibiotic development has also
slowed over the past several decades. In contrast to the
1940s, 50s, and 60s, when many novel antibiotics were
developed in a relatively short time period, no new chemical classes of broad-spectrum antibiotics and few narrow
spectrum drugs have appeared in the last 40 years. This
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reflects at least in part the limited number of potential
targets available in bacteria and difficulties inherent in creating molecules with no or limited toxicity in man. It should
also be noted that the drug regulation process has evolved
substantially in the past half century. Increasingly, more
rigorous clinical trials and safety checks have been
required before a drug is introduced to the market. Such
legislation is aimed to protect the consumer; however, certain antimicrobials prescribed today would likely not meet
current standards. In addition to the lack of recent development success, emerging antibiotic resistance and the
requirement for prudence in prescribing novel antibiotics
(limiting usage) are collectively depressing antibiotic development by Pharma (5). It is simply not profitable to
develop drugs that may have a short life span (due to antibiotic resistance), are usually used only a single time in
any given customer, and that are cautiously prescribed by
physicians (to slow the development of antibiotic resistance). Government incentives to fill the gap, such as the
American GAIN act of 2012 (which provides benefits such
as fast track FDA review and 5 additional years of market
exclusivity), are likely to help over time. For example, the
new drugs dalvance [approved by the FDA in May 2014
(6)] and oritavancin (7) were both subject to this new legislation. They are both administered intravenously and combat skin infections caused by Gram-positive bacteria
including multidrug-resistant strains, such as methicillin
resistant Staphylococcus aureus (MRSA). Oritavancin and
dalvance were both in the pipeline long before the GAIN
act was passed. It remains to be seen whether the act will
incentivize the development of novel drugs. Nevertheless,
novel therapies for Gram-negative bacteria are notoriously
more difficult to develop due to the additional outer membrane barrier that limits efficacy. Unfortunately, many of
the most recalcitrant multidrug-resistant bacteria that we
are facing today are Gram-negative species. According to
the 2013 report on antibiotic resistance threats by the
CDC, more than 730 000 infections and over 3400 deaths
annually are caused by Gram-negative bacteria in the USA
alone (4). We would also be wise to formally consider the
possibility that we have nearly exhausted our supply of discoverable non-toxic antibiotic drugs or at least our list of
targets. Given current trends, our effective arsenal against
an increasing multidrug-resistant bacterial population is
bound to decrease.
It is perhaps time to rethink the overall strategy before we
find ourselves in an era where infectious disease becomes
as major a cause of mortality in the developed world as it
is in the developing world. We must learn to use the antibiotics that we have wisely. One major way forward is to
develop compounds (termed here adjuvants) that act in
concert with the known conventional antibiotics, thus
enhancing their activity, especially against resistant isolates. One possible reason that it has become increasingly
difficult to develop novel antimicrobials is that there are a
limited number of direct protein targets. An antimicrobial
target must be an essential protein, enable the
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development of drugs that are able to get taken up
without excessive efflux, and when inhibited must lead to
bactericidal or at least bacteriostatic action. Thus the same
handful of targets (the ribosome, dihydrofolate reductase,
RNA polymerase, cell wall biosynthesis including penicillinbinding proteins, etc.) have been extensively studied and
exploited for decades and many others have been
attempted without notable successes, leading one to
question whether there are many new exploitable targets.
The advantage of developing adjuvants is that one does
not need to find an essential target but rather one that
when inhibited enhances the activity of one of the antibiotics that hits these targets (with the classical example of
exploited adjuvants being b-lactamase inhibitors). In the
following article, we discuss innovative possibilities for antimicrobial adjuvants including antiresistance drugs, antivirulence drugs, host-directed therapies, and alternative
treatments. Such adjunctive treatments could help prolong
the lives of our existing antibiotics and forestall the arrival
of a postantibiotic era.

Antiresistance Drugs
The global increase in multidrug-resistant pathogenic bacteria presents a particular challenge to translational medicine. This is especially due to clear difficulties in the design
of new drugs coupled with the remarkable rise in mortality
and morbidity in the developed world. In particular, the
dissemination of multidrug-resistant ‘ESKAPE’ organisms
(Enterococcus spp., Staphylococcus aureus, Klebsiella
spp., Acinetobacter baumannii, Pseudomonas aeruginosa,
and Enterobacter spp.) is an enormous challenge (8).
Nowadays, it is possible to find Gram-negative bacterial
strains with enhanced resistance to all available antibiotics
(9,10). The Infectious Diseases Society of America (IDSA)
has identified antimicrobial resistance as the greatest global threat to human health (11). If, on one hand, bacteria
are becoming more lethal and dangerous, on the other,
the scientific community is formulating novel adjuvants for
antibiotic compounds to stave off bacterial resistance. The
following members of this class of compounds will be discussed: b-lactamase inhibitors (12), efflux pump inhibitors
(13), and outer membrane permeabilizers (14).

b-lactamase inhibitors
b-lactam antibiotics have been utilized therapeutically for
more than 70 years to manage a wide range of conditions
caused by bacterial pathogens. These bactericidal compounds are valuable agents that are generally harmless to
humans. They act by inhibiting cell wall synthesizing
enzymes called penicillin-binding proteins (PBPs), which
lack specific mammalian homologs (15). Despite the fact
that new b-lactam-containing analogues have occupied
the pharmaceutical pipelines for several years, scarcely
any of these compounds have progressed to clinical trials
as singular agents (16). This has likely been due to the
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extensive proliferation of b-lactamases, which collectively
hydrolyze an extensive array of b-lactam drugs including
the carbapenem family (17). Building on the successes of
clavulanic acid, it is now a well-established principle that
the combination of a b-lactamase inhibitor (as an adjuvant
to suppress enzymatic resistance) with a b-lactam can
increase the efficacy and spectrum of the antibiotic. For
this reason, a great deal of research has been focused on
the development of novel (usually non-antibiotic) b-lactamase inhibitors from a variety of different families for
co-administration with b-lactams (Table 1). To date, the
primary targets for lactamase inhibitors have been the
class A b-lactamases, which can be inactivated by various
inhibitors following different reaction sequences but

increasingly the class C inducible chromosomal cephalosporinases and the plasmid borne carbapenemases are
being addressed.
One classical example of combined b-lactam and
b-lactamase inhibitor therapy is the administration of
penicillins with the b-lactamase inhibitors clavulanic acid,
sulbactam or tazobactam. These three compounds have
been used successfully in combination for three decades
in both parenteral and oral therapies (18) (See Figure 1). In
addition to these three drugs, several pharmaceutical
companies have developed novel solutions for bacterial
resistance. Among these is avibactam (NXL104; AstraZeneca) (Table 1), which was originally developed by Novexel

Table 1: b-Lactamase inhibitors promoting b-lactam activity against resistant bacteria
Name

Compound

Use in combination with

Sources

References

Clavulanic acid

(2R,5R,Z)-3-(2-hydroxyethylidene)-7-oxo-4oxa-1-aza-bicyclo[3.2.0]heptane-2carboxylic acid
(2S,5R)-3,3-dimethyl-7-oxo-4-thia-1azabicyclo[3.2.0]heptane-2-carboxylic acid
4,4-dioxide
(2S,3S,5R)-3-methyl-7-oxo-3-(1H-1,2,3triazol-1-ylmethyl)-4-thia-1-azabicyclo[3.2.0]
heptane-2-carboxylic acid 4,4-dioxide
(2S,5R)-7-Oxo-6-(sulfooxy)-1,6-diazabicyclo
[3.2.1]octane-2-carboxamide

Amoxicillin
Ticarcillin

Streptomyces
clavuligerus

(165)

Amoxicillin
Cefoperazone

Synthetic

(165)

Piperacillin

Synthetic derivated
from penicillin

(166)

Ceftazidime
Ceftaroline
Aztreonam
Penicillin-G
Amoxicillin
Ampicillin Cefazolin

Synthetic

(167–169)

Synthetic

(22)

Imipenem

Synthetic

(23)

Biapenem
Carbapenem
Imipenem

Synthetic

(170)

Synthetic

(171)

Biapenem
Meropenem
Doripenem Ertapenem
Ceftazidime
Meropenem
Ampicillin
Meropenem

Synthetic

(172)

Synthetic
Synthetic
Synthetic
Penicillium sp.

(26)
(30)
(27)
(28)

Penicillin-G
Amoxicillin
Ampicillin
Cefazolin
Biapenem
Natural fungal extract

Synthetic

(34)

Synthetic
Meropenem

(29)
Aspergillus
versicolor

Meropenem
Ceftazidime
Aztreonam

Synthetic

http://www.
fedorapharma.
com/site/
rd_pipeline

Sulbactam

Tazobactam

Avibactam

Cobaltoceniumcontaining
polymers

MK-7655

Phthalic acid
and derivatives
Succinic acid
derivatives
RPX7009

NagZ inhibitor
BAL30072
SA2-13
Compounds 1
and 2
Metallopolymer

ME1071

(33)
FPI-1465
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Hexafluorophosphate (PF6 )-paired
cobaltocenium-containing polymer, poly(2(methacrylolyoxy)ethyl
cobaltoceniumcarboxylate
hexafluorophosphate)
[(2S,5R)-7-oxo-2-(piperidin-4-ylcarbamoyl)1,6-iazabicyclo[3.2.1]octan-6-yl] hydrogen
sulfate
Benzene-1,2-dioic acid; phthalic acid; orthophthalic acid
Compound 1, compound 11
Boron-based lactamase inhibitors

3-N-acyl azepanes
Siderophore monosulfactam
Penam sulfones
Polyketides
Cobaltocenium-containing polymers

Maleic acid derivative
Aspergillomarasmine A

Unknown class of b-lactamase inhibitor
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(16). Avibactam is a non-b-lactam bicyclic diazabicyclooctane, has no antibacterial activity, and forms reversible
covalent bonds with several b-lactamases (19,20). Its
mechanism of action involves covalent acylation of its blactamase targets. Avibactam displays activity against a
wide variety of class A and C b-lactamase synthesizing
strains, including those that are poorly inhibited by clavulanic acid and tazobactam such as plasmid borne KPC
(Klebsiella pneumonia carbapenemase), ESBL (extended
spectrum b-lactamase), and AmpC-overexpressing strains
(21). These properties are making avibactam one of the
most promising antiresistance drugs in the USA (22).
Another diazibicyclooctane compound recently developed
by Merck is MK-7655. MK-7655 is a piperidine analogue
that is used together with imipenem. It displays functional

similarities to avibactam and has the ability to inhibit both
class A and C lactamases (23).
A group of lactamase inhibitors that have been a focus of
the pharmaceutical industry in recent years are the boronic
acid-containing b-lactamase inactivators, or BAs. In 2012,
Rempex published the structure of RPX7009 (24), a BA
that has inhibitory activity toward class A and class C serine b-lactamases (Table 1). It is interesting to note that
although there are or have been a large number of BAs in
development, only RPX7009 has been in phase I clinical
trials (25 and NCT01897779). In addition to these, other
small molecules have been utilized to reduce b-lactamase
effectiveness including trihydroxyazepane NagZ inhibitors
(26), penam sulfones (27), polyketides (28), maleic acid

Figure 1: Selected Antiresistance and Antivirulence Agents and their Mechanisms of Action. Cationic peptides (54) and EDTA (55) are
outer membrane permeabilizing agents that make the outer membrane more amenable to the penetration of antibiotics. Capsaicin (175) is
an efflux pump inhibitor that acts on the NorA pump of S. aureus to impede the efflux of the antibiotic ciprofloxacin from inside the cell.
Clavulanic acid (165) is a lactamase inhibitor that inhibits the action of lactamase on penicillin, therefore increasing penicillin’s
effectiveness. Savirin (86) is a quorum-sensing inhibitor that arrests the binding of AgrA to the P2 promoter, which is upstream of a
S. aureus quorum-sensing operon. Binding of AgrA to the P2 promoter induces transcription of the quorum-sensing operon, so savirin’s
action prevents quorum-sensing gene expression. Urtoxazumab (97) is a toxin inhibitor that inactivates E. coli Shiga-like toxin 2. Shiga-like
toxin 2 is produced by late cycle phage genes and then released from the cell upon lysis. The toxin is then bound and inactivated by the
urtoxazumab antibody. CoilA and CoilB (113,114) are peptides that inhibit the assembly of the type III secretion system apparatus. By
preventing the formation of the type III secretion system, secretion of effector proteins (such as Tir) is effectively stopped.
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derivatives (29), BAL30072, (which is a siderophore monosulfactam similar to aztreonam and is currently in phase I
clinical trials) (30) and BAL30376, (which combines three
b-lactams including the bridged monobactam class C
b-lactamase inhibitor BAL29880, the siderophore monobactam BAL19764 and clavulanic acid) (31). Recently,
O-acyl and O-phosphyl hydroxamates were described as
novel classes of lead stage b-lactamase inhibitors. One
example is related to the N-acyl derivative of a cyclic
O-acyl hydroxamic acid, 3H-benzo[d][1,2]oxazine-1,4-dione, while another is related to the N-tertbutoxycarbonyl
derivative (32). Such compounds are prodrugs rather than
b-lactamase inhibitors per se; however, they spontaneously hydrolyze in aqueous solutions to produce an
O-phthaloyl hydroxamic acid, which is a b-lactamase
inhibitor. This compound can cyclize in solution to yield
phthalic anhydride which is also a b-lactamase inhibitor.
King et al. (33) have recently shown that a fungal derivative called aspergillomarasmine A resensitizes NDM and
VIM-expressing Pseudomonas, Acinetobacter and the Enterobacteriaceae to meropenem. In addition, the compound is well tolerated at therapeutic doses by mice and
significantly increases murine survival when used in combination with meropenem upon challenge with K. pneumoniae N11-2218. A compound called FPI-1465 is
currently being developed by Fedora Pharmaceuticals
(http://www.fedorapharma.com/site/rd_pipeline). This molecule has synergistic action in vitro with meropenem, ceftazidime, and aztreonam in multiple strains of bacteria
expressing carbapenamase and ESBL. FPI-1465 has also
been tested with promising results in animal infection
models and is expected to proceed to clinical trials
shortly.
On the other hand, macromolecular inhibitors of b-lactams
have also been described. Zhang et al. (34) introduced a
novel class of charged metallopolymers, named cobaltocenium-containing polymers, which effectively kill bacterial
cells and have additive effects with many b-lactam antibiotics. The IC90 values for these polymers alone are in the
3–5 lM range for MRSA, and the polymers do not cause
hemolysis, but have yet to be tested in animal models.
Polypeptides called BLIPs (b-lactamase inhibitory proteins)
bind and inhibit class A b-lactamases (35).
In addition to the compounds described above, several
platforms have been developed to screen and develop
novel inhibitors with high affinity to b-lactamase. Among
them, an ultrafiltration LC/MS-based assay for identification of inhibitors of NDM-1 (New Delhi metallo-b-lactamase) has been applied (36) with high reproducibility. This
strategy led to the identification of a potent inhibitor named
ligand 14 from a small-molecule fragment mixture. Ligand
14 has an IC50 of 1.81 lM, but has not yet been tested for
its ability to permeate cell membranes or toxicity.
Molecular modeling indicated a mechanism of action
whereby ligand 14 interacts directly with the zinc atom in
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the b-lactamase active site. Another unusual approach
being applied is phage display technology, which was
used to screen single-domain antibody fragments (also
named nanobodies) that were able to inhibit b-lactamases
(37). In this context, fifty nanobodies were identified as
inhibitors, but only one, called NbVIM_38 showed allosteric
inhibitory activity. The inhibitory activity was present at
micromolar concentrations for all b-lactams evaluated. This
lead stage compound has not yet been tested for toxicity.
In addition to demonstrating inhibition of b-lactamases,
members of this class of drugs must demonstrate synergistic action with b-lactams both in vitro and in vivo. Doses
of both the b-lactam and the b-lactamase inhibitor must
also be carefully titrated to achieve the optimal synergy
with minimal toxicity. Clinical trials can therefore pose a
substantial hurdle for this type of drug. It is important to
note that although the myriad of compounds described
here have the ability to inhibit several kinds of b-lactamases, resistance to b-lactamase inhibitors has appeared. For
example, a decrease in the susceptibility of E. coli strains
to b-lactamase inhibitors was observed when these agents
were used in combination with cephalosporins (38). Similarly, ESBL enzymes with resistance to the more traditional
b-lactamase inhibitors are very widespread. These data
teach us that coevolution never stops. Bacteria have a
strong capacity to find a way to survive this particular adjuvant strategy, thus providing the necessity to constantly
attempt to find novel and more potent antimicrobial drugs
and adjuvants.

Pump inhibitors
Efflux pump overexpression is an important mechanism
of bacterial resistance that results in antibiotics being
expelled from bacterial cells. In Gram-negative bacteria,
the slow rate of uptake of antibiotics through the semipermeable outer membrane acts to make these organisms prohibitively resistant to drugs that are good efflux
pump substrates and considerably less susceptible to
even poor efflux pump substrates. This issue has been a
major limitation in attempts to develop new antibiotics.
Pump inhibition is thus a strategy that could re-establish
the potency of current antibiotics against resistant bacteria and perhaps drive the development of new antibiotics.
RND efflux pumps are involved in intrinsic resistance in
many Gram negatives, and when derepressed lead to multidrug-resistance phenotypes in the Enterobacteriaceae
and Pseudomonas aeruginosa. Thus, they are potential
targets for novel agents that could restore susceptibility to
different antibiotics (39). Among possible inhibitors is the
dual permeabilizer and efflux pump inhibitor, phenylalanine-arginine ß-naphthylamide (PAßN). This compound
inhibits the efflux action of many RND family pumps and is
able to reduce intrinsic and mutational resistance to
multiple antibiotics (Table 2) (40,41). However, despite the
Chem Biol Drug Des 2015; 85: 56–78
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Table 2: Pump inhibitors promoting antimicrobial activity against resistant bacteria

Compound
Boronic acid derivatives
(Z)-N-benzylidene-2-(tert-butoxycarbonylamino)1-(5-iodo-1H-indol-3-yl)ethanamine
Capsaicin
Pyrazolo[4,3-c][1,2]benzothiazine 5,5-dioxide
analogues
Flavones and 2-(4-Propoxyphenyl)quinoline
derivatives
4-methyl-N-[2-(1-methyl-1H-pyrrol-2-yl)-1Hbenzimidazol-5-yl]benzenesulfonamide (16), 2{[3-(benzyloxy)benzyl]amino}-1-phenylpropan-1-ol (21),
4-({[3-cyano-6-ethyl-4-(trifluoromethyl)-5,6,7,
8-tetrahydroquinolin-2-yl]thio}methyl)benzoic
acid (23), and 3-{5-[(Z)-(3-sec-butyl-2,4-dioxo-1,
3-thiazolidin-5-ylidene)methyl]-2-furyl}-4-chlorobenzoic
acid (28)
3-(substituted-3,4-dihydronaphthyl)-2-propenoic
acid amides
Homoisoflavonoid
Phenylalanine-arginine ß-naphthylamide

Peptide nucleic acids

Used in
combination with

Sources

Pumps

Target

References

Ciprofloxacin
Ciprofloxacin

Synthetic
Synthetic

NorA
NorA

S. aureus
S. aureus

(173)
(174)

Ciprofloxacin
Ciprofloxacin

Capsicum spp.
Synthetic

NorA
NorA

S. aureus
S. aureus

(175)
(176)

Ciprofloxacin

Synthetic

NorA

S. aureus

(177)

Ciprofloxacin

Synthetic

NorA

S. aureus

(178)

Ciprofloxacin

Synthetic

NorA

S. aureus

(179)

Ethidium
bromide
Cyclines
Quinolones
Piperacillin
Cefotaxime
Ceftazidime
Ciprofloxacin
Ciprofloxacin
Erythromycin

Caesalpinia digyna EPs

M. smegmatis

(46)

Synthetic

RND

B. thailandensis (39–41)
P. aeruginosa

Synthetic

CmeABC C. jejuni

fact that its activity has been known for more than a decade, it has not yet progressed to the clinic.
Another target that has been a focus of considerable
research is the NorA efflux pump from S. aureus, which
confers resistance to several antimicrobial agents including
the fluoroquinolones (42), resulting in a multidrugresistance phenotype. Many compounds from a variety of
sources and different classes have been tested for their ability to deactivate the NorA pump and restore antibiotic activity versus resistant S. aureus (Table 2; Figure 1). Research
has also been conducted to engineer fluoroquinolones to
avoid efflux via NorA pumps to improve their antimicrobial
efficacy. This approach has led to the development of such
drugs as garenoxacin (a dual topoisomerase IV and DNA
gyrase inhibitor) (43) and the lead stage compound DX-619
(an inhibitor of type II topoisomerase) (44).
Multidrug efflux pumps have also been described as a
resistance mechanism in Mycobacteria (45). Natural
products have been a central focus in the search for inhibitors of these pumps, in contrast to the situation with
b-lactamase (Table 1) and NorA (Table 2) inhibitors, which
are mainly produced synthetically. Among these natural
derivatives is bonducellin, a homoisoflavonoid that is puri-
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(48–50)

fied from Caesalpinia digyna roots. As a proof of principle,
this chemical is able to synergize with ethidium bromide
against resistant Mycobacterium smegmatis (46), although
this agent is not a commercial antibiotic.
Another possibility for reducing the deleterious effects of
efflux pumps involves the utilization of antisense peptide
nucleic acids, also known as PNAs. PNAs are synthetic
nucleic acid homologs in which the polynucleotide phosphate backbone is replaced by a flexible pseudopeptide
polymer. PNAs act as antisense mediators by binding with
high specificity to complementary DNA and RNA
sequences and inhibit gene expression and translation
(47). A PNA compound was utilized to sensitize Campylobacter jejuni by decreasing the expression of the CmeABC
efflux pump, which commonly confers resistance to several antimicrobials including ciprofloxacin and erythromycin
(48–50).
Finally, traditional medicine has also isolated several plant
extracts with the ability to decrease the activity of pump
inhibitors (51,52). This demonstrates that exploring new
sources for adjuvants might also contribute to the reduction of bacterial resistance by improving the possibilities of
finding novel and useful compounds.
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Outer membrane permeabilizers
Gram-negative bacteria are intrinsically resistant to most
antibiotics due to the permeability barrier provided by the
outer membrane (53,54). The outer membrane is a semipermeable barrier comprising an asymmetric bilayer perforated by channel-forming proteins called porins. The
area of channels through which hydrophilic antibiotics
like, for example, b-lactams can pass is quite small (<1%
of the surface area) and therefore restricts the rate of
uptake into the cell, leading to greater effectiveness of
other resistance mechanisms such as b-lactamases and
efflux pumps. The outer layer of the outer membrane is
occupied by the unusual polyanionic molecule lipopolysaccharide (LPS), which is stabilized by the cross-bridging of divalent cations. This serves to restrict the passage
of hydrophobic drugs which cannot partition easily into
the membrane but also provides an opportunity. Agents
that extract or displace divalent cations from this membrane cause it to become increasingly permeable to both
hydrophobic and hydrophilic substances and even small
proteins like lysozyme (55,56). There are indeed several
polycations, for example, polymyxins, aminoglycosides,
cationic antimicrobial peptides, and dibasic macrolides
(azithromycin) (54), that interact at this site on the outer
membrane causing the outer membrane to become
locally destabilized and thus permeable to the interacting
polycation, a process termed ‘self-promoted uptake’. At
the same time, other compounds, including antibiotics,
can more easily penetrate the permeabilized membrane
(56).
Thus, permeabilizers represent a method by which the
activity of antibiotics, severely limited by the presence
of the outer membrane, can be increased. These compounds are typically cationic and amphiphilic or chelators, which can be developed from peptides, peptidelike compounds, polymers or lipids, such as, for example, antimicrobial peptides (54–56) and cholic acid
(57,58). These physicochemical properties are quite
general, and consequently, some agents are much
more effective permeabilizers than others (59). One
study surveyed the ability of various compounds to permeabilize the outer membrane of P. aeruginosa strains
and demonstrated the effectiveness of citric acid, polyL-lysine, EDTA and polymyxin B nonapeptide (PMBN; a
deacylated version of polymyxin without antibiotic activity but retaining the outer membrane permeabilizing
activity of polymyxin B) (55). Other investigations have
shown that cationic peptides are taken up by self-promoted uptake (54) and consequently can act as permeabilizers showing synergy in P. aeruginosa efflux
pump over expressing stains with ciprofloxacin, carbenicillin, and nalidixic acid (56) (see Figure 1). Improving
the bactericidal activity of highly muralytic bacteriophage endolysin EL188 has also been investigated, and
synergy has been demonstrated with EDTA, citric acid,
poly-L-lysine, and PMBN permeabilizer (60). In another
example, diamines were utilized to improve membrane
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permeabilization, showing an improvement of bactericidal effects caused by novobiocin and tyrocidine and an
induction of K+ leakage from the bacterial cytoplasm
(61).
Exogenous natural polyamines have been shown to
enhance P. aeruginosa susceptibility to different antibiotics, including nalidixic acid, trimethoprim, b-lactams, and
chloramphenicol (62) (Figure 1). Nevertheless, these same
compounds were unable to improve the efficiency of novobiocin, erythromycin, and fusidic acid. This caused the
authors to propose that the improvement of antibiotic susceptibility caused by polyamines is different from that
associated with other compounds such as EDTA and
PMBN.
Natural products have also been evaluated as agents for
sensitizing Gram-negative bacteria to different antibiotics
(63). In this context, the utilization of outer membrane permeabilizers from different sources combined with antibiotics would theoretically provide additional means of
controlling the growth of resistant bacteria. Alternatively,
known polycationic antibiotics that interact directly with the
outer membrane should demonstrate excellent synergy in
combination.
Although outer membrane permeabilizers have been a
focus of research for many years, none have been successful in making it to the market. Prokaryotic and eukaryotic membranes are composed of different lipids, therefore
there have been problems with certain permeabilizers (particularly cholic acid and its derivatives) showing a lack of
bacterial specificity while polymyxin B nonapeptide demonstrated toxicity in early clinical trials. In addition, some of
these compounds have also been shown to alter lipid
metabolism in eukaryotic cells, making them unsuitable for
use in humans (64). Perhaps a better way forward would
be to destabilize the outer membrane by using antimicrobial/immunomodulatory peptides (discussed below) or by
inhibiting essential lipopolysaccharide biosynthetic steps
(e.g. LpxC, LpxH).

Adjuvants directed against adaptively resistant
biofilms
In about 65% of infections, bacteria grow as biofilms,
which are structured communities of organisms growing
on surfaces. In this growth state, typical of chronic and
device-related infections, bacteria become adaptively
10- to 1000-fold more resistant to antibiotics. As a new
class of adjuvants, it was demonstrated that peptide
1018 not only had broad-spectrum antibiofilm activity
(65) but also strongly synergized with highly utilized antibiotics (ceftazidime, tobramycin, imipenem, and ciprofloxacin) (66). It has also been previously shown that both
the human peptide LL-37 and the synthetic peptide
1037 prevent biofilms from forming at concentrations that
are only fractions of their MICs (67,68). Many other
Chem Biol Drug Des 2015; 85: 56–78
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antibiofilm agents are in development and were recently
discussed (69).

Antivirulence Drugs
Traditional antimicrobial drugs act in a bacteriostatic or
bactericidal manner to eliminate microbial pathogens. They
target gene products that act in processes that are essential to bacterial survival such as cell wall synthesis and
folate metabolism, although intriguingly they are usually
developed for their activities against bacteria growing
in vitro in free solution rather than, for example, in vivo in
the arguably more natural biofilm growth state. The
species selectivity of these drugs can be broad or somewhat narrower in spectrum, but is never targeted solely
against pathogenic species. In contrast, antivirulence
drugs target gene products called virulence factors that
are expressed in a bacterium-specific manner under infection conditions, and which are not essential for bacterial
viability but rather are required for pathogenesis. Certain
virulence factors that play offensive roles, such as toxins
and host cell destroying enzymes (cf. more general host
interaction factors like pili), are mostly absent from nonpathogenic species (70). Virulence factors are integral to
the disease process, and in their absence, bacteria are
generally unable to cause a pathological infection in their
human hosts. The host immune system can work more
effectively against any potential pathogens in the absence
of virulence factors, and local flora may be more likely to
outcompete pathogens as well. There are clear precedents
that targeting virulence factors works, and, for example,
many bacterial vaccines are directed in whole or in part at
raising antibodies to neutralize toxins or other virulence
factors. An attractive feature of this strategy is that drugs
directed against virulence factors may be less likely to elicit
resistance phenotypes as they do not disrupt pathways
that are essential for viability, and they are unlikely to disrupt the normal flora as such species usually lack virulence
factors (71). Although most antivirulence drugs are developed independently of their ability to act with antimicrobials, it seems likely that they would be used in combination
therapies. It will be interesting to observe what types of
combinatorial effects occur when antivirulence and antimicrobial compounds are used together. Targets of antiinfective drugs include quorum sensing, type II/III secretion
systems, toxins, and biofilms to name a few (72) (Table 3).

Quorum-sensing inhibitors
Quorum sensing (QS) is a process through which
microbes are able to sense when cells reach a certain
population density (quorum) via the production, secretion
into their environment, uptake and receptor binding of
specific diffusible molecules. QS systems were first discovered in light-producing Vibrio species, but have since been
identified in a broad range of both Gram-negative and
Gram-positive bacteria. QS is of primary importance in
Chem Biol Drug Des 2015; 85: 56–78

certain pathogenic species, as many genes that control
the production of virulence factors are regulated by signaling cascades initiated by the binding of QS ligands to their
receptors (73). QS has also been shown to play a role in
biofilm formation. The QS systems of Pseudomonas aeruginosa are perhaps the best studied of any bacterium, and
this organism has been broadly employed as a model for
QS system studies. Pseudomonas aeruginosa has two
acyl homoserine lactone systems, which together control
the transcription of nearly 9% of the genes in this organism (74–76). The Las system produces the signaling molecule N-3-oxododecanoyl-homoserine lactone, which can
bind to both its own receptor (LasR) and the orphan
receptor QscR (77,78). The second homoserine lactone
system is the Rhl system, which synthesizes N-butyrylhomoserine lactone. This molecule binds to the RhlR
receptor. These two systems are hierarchical as expression of the RhlR receptor is controlled by the Las system
(79). In addition to the two homoserine lactone QS systems, P. aeruginosa also produces 2-heptyl-3-hydroxyl-4quinolone, which binds to the receptor PqsR (80).
Binding of QS molecules to their receptors in P. aeruginosa specifically induces the expression of genes coding for
various virulence factors including lectins, hydrogen cyanide, alkaline protease, exotoxin A, elastase, phenazine,
pyocyanin, and rhamnolipids (81). Mutation of lasI (the protein that synthesizes N-3-oxododecanoyl-homoserine lactone) has been shown to impair (but not prevent) the
formation of biofilms, which are important in the colonization of certain patients, such as individuals with cystic
fibrosis (82). Moreover, lasI and lasR mutations have also
been shown to decrease virulence in a mouse burn wound
infection model (83).
As QS lies upstream of the expression of many virulence
factor genes (some of which are directly toxic to animals)
and is important for biofilm formation, compounds that
inhibit these processes are a class of therapeutics that
may work well as antimicrobial adjuvants. It should be
noted that QS systems are also present in several nonpathogenic species. Therefore, care should be taken to
ensure that inhibitors of these systems are pathogen specific. There are several ways in which QS can be inhibited
(Table 3). One method is to interfere with the binding of
QS signaling molecules to their receptors. Bassler and colleagues (84) demonstrated that meta-bromo-thiolactone
not only prevents virulence factor expression and biofilm
formation, but also protected C. elegans and human A549
lung cells from killing by P. aeruginosa. Tan and colleagues conducted virtual screening on a library of natural
compounds and were able to identify five that bound to
the LasR protein in P. aeruginosa and altered downstream
gene expression (85). Notably, levels of several lasRregulated virulence factors were reduced in cells. The most
promising inhibitor was also able to decrease the amount
of extracellular DNA released by P. aeruginosa in biofilms.
Another group discovered an inhibitor of the S. aureus Agr
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Table 3: Antivirulence compounds with activity against bacterial pathogens
Virulence system

Compound name(s)

Bacterium

Function

References

Quorum Sensing
(QS)

Meta-bromo-thiolactone
(mBTL)

P. aeruginosa

(84)

QS

P. aeruginosa

QS

6-hydro-3H-1,2,3-triazolo
[5,4-d]pyrimidin-7-one
(C1), 2-amino-3-(3fluorophenyl)propanoic
acid (F1), 5-imino-4,6dihydro-3H-1,2,3-triazolo
[5,4-d]pyrimidin-7-one
(G1), 2-amino-3-hydroxy3-phenylpropanoic acid
(H1) and indole-3carboxylic acid (F2)
Savirin

Binds and inhibits rhlR and
lasR, inhibits pyocyanin
production, reduces host
killing in C. elegans infection
model
All inhibit QS gene production,
but only G1 competitively
inhibits lasR receptor
(expected target)

S. aureus

QS

Halogenated furanone

P. aeruginosa

QS

A. baumannii

Toxin
Toxin
Toxin

Catalytically enhanced
E101G/R230C mutant of
Geobacillus kaustophilus
lactonase (GKL)
Compound 1, compound 2
and compound 3
MEDI4893
Urtoxazumab
CDA1–CDB1

Type II secretion
system

Compounds 1, 2, 4, 5, 6,
8 and 9

P. aeruginosa

Type III Secretion
System (T3SS)

TS027 and TS101

P. aeruginosa

T3SS

Salicylidene acylhydrazides

Y. pseudotuberculosis,
E. coli O157:H7

T3SS

CoilA and CoilB

E. coli, C. rodentium

T3SS

Aurodox

E. coli, C. rodentium

QS
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B. mallei, Y. pestis
S. aureus
E. coli
C. difficile

Binds agrA, inhibits production
of agr QS system regulated
genes, modulates host
defense
Inhibits biofilm formation, acts
synergistically with
tobramycin to disrupt biofilms
and protects mice against
chronic infections
Hydrolyzes C-3-hydroxylated
acyl homoserine lactones,
decreases biomass of
biofilms
Inhibit acyl homoserine lactone
synthase Bmal1
Alpha-toxin antibody
Shiga-like toxin 2 antibody
Monoclonal antibodies against
tcdA and tcdB toxins used
with metronidazole or
vancomycin
Inhibit secretion of
phospholipase C and
elastase, unknown
mechanism
Decrease rsmY and rsmZ
transcription, reduce exoS
production
Decrease T3SS production in
culture, prevent host cell
attachment, interact with
wrbA, tpx, and folX. Increase
activity of tpx and wrbA,
which decrease T3SS
expression
Bind to C-terminal domain of
espA, prevent espA
polymerization, T3SS effector
secretion
Mechanism of action unclear,
decreases T3SS-mediated
hemolysis

(85)

(86)

(87,88)

(91)

(92)
NCT01769417
(97)
(98), NCT00350298

(104)

(109)

(110–112)

(113,114)

(115)
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QS system that they named savirin (86) (Figure 1). This
compound was found during a virtual screen and is able
to significantly reduce the expression of genes regulated
by the Agr QS system. In addition, it enhances murine
macrophage-mediated bacterial killing, increases murine
host defense to bacterial challenge, and elicits less resistance response from bacteria than traditional antibiotics
(86). A natural product furanone was able to inhibit
P. aeruginosa biofilm formation, modestly protect mice
versus chronic Pseudomonas infections and act synergistically versus biofilms with the antibiotic tobramycin (87,88).
Another method of inhibiting QS in bacteria is to destroy
quorum-sensing molecules themselves. It has been shown
that multiple enzymes are capable of cleaving both acyl
homoserine lactones and quinolones produced by various
species into molecules that cannot bind to QS receptors
(89,90). Chow et al. (91) recently engineered a lactonase
and showed that its action significantly decreased the
thickness and mass of biofilms formed by Acinetobacter
baumannii. A third method to disrupt bacteria QS is to halt
the production of QS molecules in the first place by inhibiting the enzymes that synthesize them, such as lasI and
rhlI. A high-throughput screen for such inhibitors revealed
two that were active against the acyl homoserine lactone
synthases of both Burkholderia mallei Bmal1 and Yersinia
pestis Yspl (92). These inhibitors also showed activity in a
cell-based assay and the most potent compound
appeared to bind the enzyme in a non-competitive manner.

Bacterial toxin inhibitors
Toxins are virulence factors that are capable of killing host
cells and/or modulating a variety of eukaryotic cell systems
including cell signaling, transport, membrane integrity, and
the cytoskeleton (93). For example, Shiga toxin from Shigella dysenteriae and Shiga-like toxins from Escherichia
coli cause dysentery and food-borne illness that can lead
to kidney failure. These toxins are composed of two types
of subunits (A and B). The B subunits are responsible for
binding to the host cell surface, while the A subunit is the
active toxin. The A subunit is endocytosed into the cell
and works by cleaving an N-glycosidic bond in the 28S
rRNA (94). This stops protein synthesis. Clostridium difficile
(which causes severe diarrhea) also secretes two toxins
while in the human gut. These toxins (TcdA and TcdB) are
internalized by cells via clathrin-coated vesicles. The toxins
self-cleave inside the host cell and their glucosyltransferase
domains disable Rac, Rho, and other GTPases (95).
Staphylococcus aureus alpha-toxin forms pores in host
cell membranes that allow certain cations, ATP and small
molecules to pass through (96). This process leads to cell
lysis.
Regardless of the method of toxin action, most current
pharmaceutical endeavors to stop the effects of bacterial
toxins are focused on toxin-specific antibodies (Table 3). A
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S. aureus alpha-toxin antibody is currently undergoing
phase I clinical trials (NCT01769417), while the safety and
pharmacokinetics of an E. coli Shiga-like toxin 2 antibody
called urtoxazumab were recently positively evaluated in a
human study (97) (Figure 1). Toxin antibodies have also
been used as an adjunctive therapy with antibiotic treatment for C. difficile infections. A dose of two monoclonal
antibodies against C. difficile toxins TcdA and TcdB
together with metronidazole or vancomycin decreased the
re-infection rate by 31% (98). Re-infection following treatment with antibiotics is extremely common among C. difficile patients (38% of patients treated with only antibiotics
in this study became re-infected); therefore, this dual treatment comprised of antibiotics and antibodies is particularly
promising.

Type II/III secretion system inhibitors
Type II secretion systems (T2SS) are utilized by a range of
pathogenic and non-pathogenic Gram-negative bacteria to
export folded proteins to the exterior of the cell. In addition, T2SS can be used in the assembly of cell surface
organelles such as flagella and pili (99,100). The system
itself is composed of 12 or more types of protein subunits,
depending on the species (99,100). Proteins that are
secreted by the T2SS first reach the periplasm via the Sec
or Tat pathway. The T2SS then transports the proteins
across the outer membrane. Some of these secreted proteins are involved in bacterial virulence, such as the metalloprotease elastase, hemolytic phospholipase C [both
secreted by P. aeruginosa (101,102)], and the outer membrane lipoprotein SslE of enteropathogenic E. coli that is
required for biofilm formation (103).
As T2SS are not solely involved in virulence, and many
non-virulent bacteria have them, there has been less
research into methods of inhibition of this system than of
other virulence determinants, such as toxins. However,
there has been some work in this area as several T2SS
substrates are virulence factors. For example, Moir and
colleagues developed a high-throughput bioluminescent
screening assay for T2SS inhibitors. Although none of the
compounds were able to inhibit Sec-mediated b-lactamase translocation into the periplasm, nine compounds suppressed the secretion of elastase by P. aeruginosa (104).
Seven of these compounds also suppressed the secretion
of phospholipase C. Most research in the T2SS area has
been focused on Sec inhibitors rather than inhibitors of the
type II secretion apparatus itself. This may be due to the
fact that the Sec pathway is present in both Gram-negative and Gram-positive bacteria, exports a broad range of
proteins from the cytoplasm, and some of the genes
involved are essential for viability (105). Therefore, compounds inhibiting the Sec machinery fall into the category
of traditional antimicrobials rather than antivirulence drugs.
Type III secretion systems (T3SS) are virulence factors of
certain Gram-negative pathogens including P. aeruginosa,
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Yersinia pestis, Salmonella spp., Chlamydia spp., E. coli,
and Vibrio spp. They comprise 14 or more proteins
(depending on the species) that assemble in a stepwise
manner into complex structures that span both the inner
and outer bacterial membranes and can extend to the
eukaryotic host cell’s membrane (106). They act as molecular syringes that transfer first their own mammalian host
cell receptor and subsequently bacterial effector molecules
directly into the host cell’s cytoplasm. Effector molecules
target multiple host cell types including those of the innate
immune system to promote host colonization. Effectors
from various bacteria have been shown to modify protein
export from the golgi, tight junctions between cells, depolymerization of actin, mitochondrial membrane polarity,
membrane integrity, cell division, phagocytosis, cell migration, and cause cell death (107,108).
There are several mechanisms that could be used to target the T3SS. Such strategies fall into two broad categories: preventing the expression of genes encoding the
molecular syringe or effectors and interfering with the
assembly/activity of the syringe (Table 3). Yamazaki et al.
(109) identified two phenolic compounds that fall into the
first category. These compounds caused almost no
growth inhibition of P. aeruginosa, but significantly
decreased the production of the effector exoS. This was
due to a decrease in transcription of rsmY and rsmZ,
which are small RNAs that act post-transcriptionally in
P. aeruginosa. A class of compounds called the salicylidene acylhydrazides has also been a recent focus of
research. Kauppi et al. (109) performed a screen of a
chemical library with a reporter gene assay for inhibitors of
the Yersinia pseudotuberculosis T3SS. They identified
three compounds that had either mild or no effects on
bacterial growth, but reduced T3SS expression to 20% or
less of control at concentrations of between 10 and
50 lM. Tree et al. (110) examined the effects of four members of the same class of compounds on E. coli O157:H7
and a range of other E. coli outbreak isolates. The presence of the salicylidene acylhydrazides prevented the
E. coli O157:H7 T3SS expression in culture and inhibited
bacterial attachment to bovine cells. These compounds
affected the expression of genes associated with virulence
in the isolates to various degrees. Using affinity chromatography, Wang et al. (111) identified three bacterial proteins that bind salicylidene acylhydrazides, namely Tpx (a
thiol peroxidase), WrbA (an NAD(P)H quinone oxidoreductase), and FolX (a dihydroneopterin-tri-P-epimerase). They
proposed a mechanism whereby the salicylidene acylhydrazides bolstered the repressive action of Tpx and WrbA
on the T3SS.
Larzabal et al. designed two 15-amino-acid peptides (CoilA and CoilB) that interact with the C-terminal domain of
EspA, a component of the T3SS (113,114) (Figure 1).
Administration of these peptides prevented hemolysis of
red blood cells by enteropathogenic and enterohemorrhagic E. coli due to the inhibition of the T3SS. Both the
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polymerization of EspA and effector secretion into
eukaryotic cells were decreased. In addition, in a mouse
model of infection with Citrobacter rodentium (the enteropathogenic E. coli equivalent in mice), the presence of the
peptides blocked colon damage. Another compound that
was identified as an inhibitor of the T3SS in a screening
study was aurodox (115). Aurodox is produced naturally
by some Streptomyces species and is an antibiotic that
inhibits EF-TU in certain bacteria (116). In one screening
study, the compound did not affect bacterial growth at
concentrations below 40 lg/mL but at only 1.5 lg/mL, a
decrease in T3SS-mediated hemolysis by enteropathogenic E. coli was observed in vitro. In addition, a boost in
survival was detected in a mouse infection model of
C. rodentium using aurodox compared to tetracycline
(115). The mechanism by which aurodox affects type III
secretion is, however, unclear.

Antivirulence drugs in perspective
Antivirulence drugs can pose more hurdles for development than standard antibiotics, as they are ideally targeted
uniquely toward pathogens (and sometimes individual genera of bacteria) rather than large groups of prokaryotes
and can be quite specific due to the massive heterogeneity in virulence systems in bacteria. Their effectiveness can
also be more difficult to ascertain. For example, the major
test for conventional antibiotic action is bacterial growth
inhibition. However, inhibiting virulence factors should not
cause a decrease in growth of bacteria outside their hosts.
Standard MIC measurements are not possible for these
compounds. Therefore, costly animal infection models are
required sooner in development to test which of a panel of
antivirulence drugs are most effective. Efficacy measures
must rely on the drugs’ ability to clear infections in animals. This complicates the determination of an optimal
dose. However, many researchers believe that these therapies are much less likely to exert evolutionary pressure to
develop resistance on bacteria than antibiotics (71). This is
due to the fact that antivirulence drugs do not impair
microbial growth under most conditions and only act when
virulence factors are being expressed. Virulence factors
are usually not necessary for bacterial survival, but rather
serve in pathogenesis.
Additional hurdles to the development of antivirulence
drugs exist, including the issue of whether such therapies
can be given after an infection has already been established, or whether they should be taken prophylactically in
high-risk situations. Where these drugs synergize with
existing antimicrobials, one could envision a combination
antivirulence and antimicrobial treatment for infections.
However, in order for antivirulence drugs to make it to this
stage, they must be rigorously evaluated in clinical trials,
where combination doses would have to be titrated. For
certain antivirulence drugs, entry into bacterial cells is also
a hurdle to clear on the path to development. This is not
an issue for toxin inhibitors that act outside the cell.
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However, quorum-sensing inhibitors that work via repression of quorum-induced gene expression or drugs that act
to block the assembly of the T3SS would be required to
clear the outer membrane of Gram negatives.
One clinical trial (NCT00610623) aimed to test the effects
of inhibiting quorum sensing in hospital patients with ventilators that were colonized with P. aeruginosa (117). They
used the macrolide antibiotic azithromycin that can act as
QS inhibitor and also has little anti-Pseudomonas antibiotic
activity. Before treatment with azithromycin, P. aeruginosa
populations were composed of both wild-type cells and
less virulent QS mutants and the latter increased over time
in the absence of treatment. Azithromycin inhibited QS
and actually increased the proportion of more virulent wildtype cells as without extra QS molecules in the environment, the QS mutants stopped replicating as efficiently.
Another study was conducted that examined the ability of
P. aeruginosa QS mutants to propagate in cultures grown
in minimal media in the presence of brominated furanone
C-30 (a QS inhibitor), where adenosine was used as a carbon source to mimic infection conditions (118). It was
found that the QS mutants increased in frequency and
that they were more virulent in a C. elegans infection
model. For an antivirulence drug to have a decreased
chance of eliciting bacterial resistance, it must not negatively affect bacterial growth or fitness. These studies suggest that selection pressure dynamics should be further
examined for antivirulence drugs to determine which antivirulence strategies have lowered resistance potential. This
is especially true in the case of chronic infections, which
may be more difficult to clear and where the possibility of
enriching the proportion of more virulent phenotypes over
a long treatment period is possible.

Host-Directed Therapies
The innate immune system is the body’s first line of
defense against bacterial infections. As opposed to the
adaptive immune system, this branch of our immune systems is primed to respond immediately to pathogens.
Pathogens possess distinct chemical signatures (also
termed pathogen associated molecular patterns) that are
recognized by an assortment of pattern recognition receptors (PRRs) located on the cell surface, in the cytoplasm
and inside the endosomes of dendritic cells and macrophages. PRRs fall into three main categories: Toll-like
receptors (TLRs), RIG-I-like receptors (RLRs), and the
NOD receptors.
There are ten TLRs in humans, each of which has an affinity for a specific set of signature molecules. Most TLRs
recognize bacteria and their signature proteins, lipids,
nucleotides, and other components (119,120). Of the TLRs
that recognize bacterial signatures, all are located on the
cell surface except 3, 7, and 9, which are associated with
endosomes. Binding of a bacterial signature molecule to a
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TLR initiates a signaling cascade instigated by the activation of MyD88-dependent and/or MyD88-independent and
many other signal transduction pathways and leading to
numerous effector functions including the transcription of
pro-inflammatory cytokines and/or type I interferons
(119,120).
RLRs are located in the cytoplasm and are devoted to
sensing viruses, intracellular bacteria and parasites via their
genetic material/polynucleotides. Activation of RLR signaling leads to a TRAF-3-mediated cascade that leads to the
production of type I interferons (119,120). NOD receptors
are a large family of proteins that form multiprotein complexes in the cytoplasm. Their ligands range from bacterial-derived muramyl dipeptide to fungi, viruses, and
flagellin (119,120). The inflammasome complex, which is
induced by this and other PRR-directed pathways, activates caspase upon ligand binding, which in turn cleaves
pro-IL-1b into its active (pro-inflammatory) form. Other
NOD receptors initiate signaling cascades upon ligand
binding that directly result in the production of pro-inflammatory cytokines (119,120).
Thus the key effector functions of innate immunity include
protective functions, such as recruitment of immune cells,
their activation by triggering of signal transduction pathways or differentiation, and enhancement of microbial
clearance primarily by phagocytosis, as well pro-inflammatory cytokines and processes that can be supportive when
moderately induced but potentially harmful when excessively produced. Ultimately the key to manipulating innate
immunity for therapeutic benefit involves stimulating protective immunity while avoiding excessive and potentially
harmful inflammatory responses.

Innate immune system agonists as vaccine
adjuvants
As bacterial signatures are strong stimulants of the
immune system, many are being explored as adjuvants to
enhance immunogenicity in a wide range of vaccines. Natural TLR agonists and robust synthetic agonists such as
polyinosinic: polycytidylic acid (poly I:C; TLR3 agonist) and
CpG oligonucleotides (TLR9 agonist) have been studied in
this capacity. These agonists set off a cascade that triggers the maturation of dendritic cells and antigen presentation and activates immune cells to secrete cytokines
(121) (Table 3).
Another example involves a phase I clinical trial that is currently being conducted on a vaccine against Yersinia pestis, the causative agent of bubonic and pneumonic plague
(NCT01381744). The vaccine is composed of flagellin (a
potent TLR5 agonist) and Y. pestis F1 and V antigens. It is
hoped that the vaccine will protect inoculated individuals
against pneumonic plague. In another recent study conducted on mice by Orr et al., it was concluded that the
use of both glucopyranosyl lipid adjuvant-stable emulsion
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Table 4: Host-directed therapies with targets in the innate immune system
Therapy type

Compound name(s)

Efficacy data

References

Vaccine adjuvant

Flagellin/F1/V (flagellin and Y. pestis F1
and V antigens)
ID93+GLA-SE+CpG (M. tuberculosis
subunit vaccine + GLA-SE+CpG)

Phase I clinical trial data not yet available

NCT01381744

Addition of CpG as 2nd adjuvant had
synergistic effect in increasing immunity
to bacteria
Increases angiogenesis, wound healing,
S. aureus cutaneous infection clearance
and rat survival in an E. coli sepsis
model
Protects in murine models versus MDR
M. tuberculosis, E. coli, Salmonella,
S. aureus including MRSA, VRE, HSV
virus; LPS/hypoxia–ischemia; cerebral
malaria; leads to enhanced wound
healing in mice and pigs; component of
adjuvant combinations
Similar ability to gentamicin to clear
MRSA infection in rabbit osteomyelitis
infection model, well tolerated in phase
I clinical trial
Enhances mouse survival of E. coli and
P. aeruginosa infections in combination
with ceftazidime

(122)

Vaccine adjuvant

Immunomodulatory
peptide

LL-37

Innate defense regulator
peptides

IDR-1018 IDR-1 IDR-1002 IDR-HH2

Immunomodulatory
peptide

hLF1-11 (lactoferritin derivative)

Immunomodulatory
peptide

EDC34 (tissue factor pathway inhibitor 2
derivative)

(GLA-SE), (a TLR4 ligand), and CpG-containing DNA (a
TLR9 ligand) as adjuvants in a M. tuberculosis subunit
vaccine had a synergistic effect in increasing immunity to
bacterial challenge (122). The authors propose that this
synergy may be due to the activation of both MyD88 and
TRIF signaling pathways. Multiple PRRs are also stimulated by the YF-17D (yellow fever) and Infanrix vaccines
(diphtheria, tetanus, pertussis, polio and influenza) (as well
as others), to achieve a greater immune response
(123,124).

Immunomodulatory peptides
Another method of immune system modulation is the use
of immunomodulatory peptides to control the immune
response to infections (Table 4). Immunomodulatory peptides are naturally occurring components of our innate
immune system that assist the body in the recognition
and clearance of pathogens. Such peptides are short
(under 50 amino acids in length), amphipathic, cationic
and may also have direct bactericidal action against a
broad range of bacteria. For example, the activity of the
innate defense peptide LL-37 has been well characterized. This peptide is naturally present in the human body
at concentrations of up to 5 lg/mL. LL-37 displays faint
antimicrobial activity but is able to exercise a broad influence on the innate immune system (125). LL-37’s activity
includes the upregulation of the neutrophil antimicrobial
response and the downregulation of pro-inflammatory
cytokines and IFN-gamma (126–128). This peptide elevates angiogenesis (129), S. aureus cutaneous infection
clearance, wound healing (130,131), and promotes rat
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(129–132)

(131,133,134)

(135,136)

(137)

survival in an E. coli sepsis model (132). Many synthetic
peptides have also been tested for their ability to aid in
the clearance of infections. For instance, IDR-1018 has
been evaluated in a variety of circumstances for its immunomodulatory capabilities. It is capable of increasing
wound healing (and is superior to LL-37 in this respect)
and augments the speed of S. aureus cutaneous infection
clearance (131). Administration of IDR-1018 in a mouse
M. tuberculosis infection model significantly decreased
CFU counts in the lung (133), while giving malariainfected mice a combination of standard antimalarial
drugs and IDR-1018 significantly improved their survival
rates and decreased signs of inflammation (134). In addition to its immunomodulatory activity, IDR-1018 also has
some antimicrobial properties and the ability to act synergistically with many antibiotics to clear biofilms formed by
several bacteria including P. aeruginosa and S. aureus
(66).
hLF1-11, an 11-amino-acid peptide derivative of the
human protein lactoferritin demonstrated similar infection
clearing capabilities to gentamycin in a rabbit osteomyelitis
infection model (135). The peptide was then tested in a
phase I clinical trial for safety in healthy volunteers and
hematopoietic stem cell transplant patients (136). Some
patients had a slight increase in levels of transaminases,
but it was not determined whether this was directly
caused by the peptide or not. Otherwise, the peptide was
well tolerated. In another study, a peptide from the Cterminus of tissue factor pathway inhibitor 2 (TFPI-2),
EDC34, was effective at enhancing mouse survival of E.
coli and P. aeruginosa infections when used in combination
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with ceftazidime (137). The peptide also proved to be bactericidal on its own.
Immunomodulatory drugs can pose a substantial hurdle in
their creation. They are generally modeled on factors that
are produced by the mammalian immune system, and as
such, have to be tested extensively for efficacy in vivo,
which drives up costs. Mammalian immune systems differ
from one another, and drugs that are efficacious in mice
may not work similarly in humans (138). The immune system can be a minefield to navigate and drugs can cause a
myriad of problems if over stimulation occurs.

Alternative Treatments for Bacterial
Infections
Enormous efforts have been invested in the discovery of
novel antimicrobial compounds and antimicrobial adjuvants
for the control of bacterial infections with only modest success to date. Therefore, many alternative treatments are in
use. Some of these treatments are extremely modest like
simply avoiding bacteria that are able to cause infections
by cooking fresh foods at proper temperatures, washing
any raw fruits and vegetables that could contain potential
hazardous pathogens, and keeping the hands clean. Other
unusual and more complex treatments have also been
applied including phage therapy or the use of competitive
beneficial micro-organisms. There is evidence that these
methods provide at least a modicum of effectiveness and
must be considered as a possible substitute in the complete absence of useful antibiotics.

Oral rehydration systems
One real problem in several poor regions is dehydration
caused by bacterial and viral infections. In fact, dehydration is a major cause of pediatric morbidity and mortality
through the world. More than 750 000 deaths occur
worldwide in children younger than 5 years due to diarrheal diseases each year (139). One of the oldest methods
that has been utilized for centuries to treat diarrheal diseases caused by many pathogens is to improve patient
hydration with oral rehydration solutions (ORS). ORS can
be water, saline, a homemade isosmotic solution prepared
with a glass of water, a tea spoon of salt and a dessert
spoon of sugar or a plant-derived fluid-like green coconut
water (139,140). Treatment with ORS has made the difference between life and death in many cases. The large
cholera outbreak in Haiti in 2010 and 2011 after the catastrophic earthquake is an example of such a case. This
outbreak saw the largest cohort of pregnant women with
cholera hospitalized to date, and they were treated using
standard cholera treatment guidelines, which include
erythromycin and rehydration via IV if the patient is dehydrated and continued hydration with ORS throughout the
course of the illness to replace fluids lost through diarrhea.
The repeated administration of ORS helped to prevent the
Chem Biol Drug Des 2015; 85: 56–78

severe dehydration that is the main risk factor for fetal
death, especially in large epidemics (141), and saved the
lives of hundreds of people.

Phage therapy
Rehydration is a simple measure taken to ameliorate the
symptoms of bacterial infections, but other more complex
treatments have also been used, such as phage therapy.
Bacteriophages are viruses with specific host ranges that
attack bacteria (142). Bacteriophage utilization is not new,
having been applied for the first time in 1917, using an oral
phage preparation to treat bacterial dysentery (143). Moreover, phages were broadly used in Soviet Union countries
and companies in the USA and Europe developed bacteriophage products in the 1930s until the discovery of antibiotics lead to a decrease their utilization (144).
Bacteriophages can act in either a lytic or lysogenic manner, but affect bacterial growth primarily during lytic cycles.
When infected by a lytic phage, the viral DNA does not
insert into the bacterial (host) genome and replicates separately from the host DNA. In this circumstance, phages
replicate in high numbers inside the bacterial cell, leading
to cell lysis. At the completion of the cycle, newly formed
phage particles are released from the lysed cell. Other
phages act in a lysogenic manner, whereby the phage
genome integrates into the bacterial host genome (as a
prophage), but the bacterium continues to replicate normally. In this case, the virus stays in a dormant (unexpressed) state for lengthy time periods and becomes
activated by adverse environmental conditions. Activation
results in the replication of phage particles and host cell
lysis (145).
An important characteristic of bacteriophages is that their
host ranges are extremely specific for certain bacteria, and
therefore, they do not disturb the host organism and intestinal microflora. Treatment with antibiotics often destroys
host microbial communities (146). Bacteriophages may
transport virulence factors or toxic genes (147). Therefore,
the genomes of phages to be used as antimicrobials
should be sequenced so that genes with similarity to
known virulence factors or toxins can be identified (148).
Due to these limitations, bacteriophages have been much
more utilized in the treatment of animal infections as veterinary products (149,150) or as anticontaminants for medical supplies such as antibiofilm catheter protection (151).
Although this type of therapy has only been approved in
Russia, Georgia, and a few other countries for extreme
infections (152), bacteriophages are a clear and useful
strategy to control bacteria that no longer respond to conventional antibiotics (153). In such cases, genetically modified phages have yielded enhanced activity against
antibiotic-resistant bacteria, persistent cells, and biofilm
cells, and also act as robust adjuvants for antibiotics
(154,155). Phase I/II clinical trials are scheduled or underway for a number of phage preparations. One preparation
is being tested as a topical agent for burn wound
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infections (NCT02116010), while another group of phage
cocktails is being assayed via both topical and oral delivery
systems for the treatment of persistent postoperative,
upper respiratory tract and GI tract infections
(NCT00945087). Overall, the oral and IV administration of
phages for the eradication of bacterial infections poses a
much higher safety risk than topical application, and there
is the additional concern of uncertain immune responses
to these large antigenic cocktails. Therefore, there are
considerable regulatory hurdles that must be cleared for
such therapies.

Probiotics and prebiotics
Another option for the control of bacterial pathogens
involves directly or indirectly increasing the beneficial
micro-organisms inside the body. To achieve this aim, prebiotics and probiotics have been commonly utilized and
could be considered an interesting strategy to controlresistant bacteria through interspecific competition. Probiotics are live non-pathogenic micro-organisms that are
commonly derived from gastrointestinal microbiota. They
offer clear benefits to human health when present at specific concentrations. Prebiotics are foods, such as specialized plant fiber that nourish helpful bacteria already
present in the digestive tract. In this case, the host’s body
does not digest the fibers, but the fibers promote the
growth of beneficial bacteria. Both probiotics and prebiotics work to effectively increase the population of harmless
micro-organisms in the gut to compete with and supplant
resident drug-resistant bacteria (156).
The use of probiotics and prebiotics for improving intestinal health was recommended many years ago (157). Nowadays, most probiotics are bile-resistant Gram-positive
bacterial strains from the Lactobacillus group including the
genera Lactobacillus, Enterococcus, Streptococcus, Lactococcus, Pediococcus, Bifidobacterium, and Leuconostoc (158). Administration of prebiotics and probiotics have
been directly linked to human health, such as the improvement of the epithelial barrier, the ability to digest lactose,
pH-lowering capacity, adhesion of probiotic bacteria to the
intestinal mucosa and concomitant inhibition of pathogen
adhesion, and immune system modulation by inducing
immune cell recruitment and triggering suitable inflammatory and immune responses (159). Some probiotics are
also able to inhibit the growth of pathogenic strains via the
synthesis of antimicrobial substances such as volatile fatty
and modified bile acids as well bacteriocins (160). Bacteriocins can be extremely selective for pathogens and utilized to control them. These compounds kill cells by pore
formation and/or by inhibition of cell wall synthesis. Several
studies have revealed that certain bacteriocins show
potential as therapeutic agents (161) and should be
explored further. A pioneering strategy has been proposed
that includes the administration of probiotics expressing
antimicrobial peptides (AMPs) for patients with severe and
resistant bacterial infections (162). Such a dual therapy
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with the combination benefits of direct AMP antibacterial
activity and the probiotic bacteria’s ability to inhibit pathogenic bacterial adhesion to host cells could be advantageous. This combined therapy would have the added
benefit of the immunomodulatory activities of both the
AMP and the probiotic. The joint utilization of probiotics
and exogenous AMPs has not yet been tested in humans
(163).
The translation of prebiotics, probiotics (164), and the
other alternative therapies described in this section is still
under debate, especially for the treatment of resistant and
serious infections. In all cases, they should be considered
as reasonable strategies to control the most dangerous
bacteria that become less controllable each day.

Concluding Remarks
To effectively combat bacterial infections, we must work
to extend the life span of our current repertoire of antibiotics. There are many strategies to do this, including
restricting the quantity of antibiotics that are used in agriculture, reducing the number of antibiotic prescriptions
that are given for non-microbial diseases (such as the flu),
better educating the public so they are aware they must
finish their entire antibiotic prescription (even if they are
feeling better), and employing antibiotic adjuvants.
Employing adjuvants will enable us to use extant drugs on
microbes that have long since developed resistance or
were never susceptible to certain drugs in the first place.
In addition, by utilizing an adjuvant and an antimicrobial
concurrently, the odds of developing resistance are
decreased. By modulating the host’s innate immune system, we can improve the body’s ability to eliminate infections via multiple mechanisms. Greater reliance on
immunomodulatory therapies may equate with decreased
reliance on traditional antimicrobial drugs as our bodies
will be able to clear more virulent bacteria. Employing
alternative treatment methods such as those discussed
above for bacterial diseases would help to decrease the
amount of antibiotics being used and may lengthen the
time required for antimicrobial resistance to develop in
some species.
Other points that should be taken into consideration
include the life span of these new anti-infective and immunomodulatory drugs in the environment. Many antibiotics
persist in the environment for an extended period of time
after they have been excreted. This can lead to augmented levels of antibiotic resistance genes in areas where
antibiotics are present (3) and poses concerns regarding
the spread of these genes into pathogenic species or
potential pathogens. Although anti-infective and immunomodulatory drugs are believed to have a reduced potential
to elicit resistance from bacteria, it would be wise to
ensure that they do not accumulate in the environment in
the same way as antibiotics.
Chem Biol Drug Des 2015; 85: 56–78
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